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ABSTRACT
There is very little consensus among Cross

Examination Debate Association (CEDA) coaches as to the assignment of

presumption in value topic debate. There are really three types of

presumption: (1) an identification with the status quo (existing
institutions), (2) a psychological state (prevailing opinion), and

(3) a decision rule (who must prove). In courts of law and
traditional policy debate, these three types wear one face, but in

'debating propositions of value they sometimes conflict. The view that

presumption adheres to the status quo is often inapplicable to value

, topic debates, either because there is no clear status quo or because

the topfc is worded so as to place the affiimative in defense of the

present system. Although psychological presumption-may well,be argued

in.a value debate, it cannot provide'an unambiguous tie breaker. On /

the other hand, a decision rule. that "one who asserts must prove"

provides a clear-cut guide to deciding a tied round, regardless of

the wording of the resolution or the psychology of the audience. It

provides2the best form of presumption for the value topic debat.e.
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Presumption in Value Topic Debates

Zhe Three Faces of Eve

On June 21, 102 a jury in Washington, D.C., found John

.Hinciley, Jr., "not guilty by reason of insanity," of tie

-attempted assasination of President Ronald Reagan. A possible

factor in the surprising VIrdict was the federal requirement

that-"'the prosecution must,prove 'beyond-a reasonable doubt' '

that the defendant was legally sane at the time of the crime. . . .

This put the burden of proof on the prosedution.
"1 Once the

insanity plea-was inVoked, there was'a presumption that. Hinckley

was not sane,- unless the.prosecution.could.proVe otherwise.

,Approximately nine months earlier, in Octobex of 1981,

was attending a workhhop on CEDA*debating. The topic for

that fall semeater was to be, "Reaolveds that unauthorized
'wt,,,-9 .

inmigration into the U.S. is seriouSly detrimental. to the U.S."

One well respected forensic coadh was confident that the affirm-

ative had presumption on thia topic and that the negative would

fade the burden orprOof. As a relatively4riew CEDA coach, I

found that statement puzzling. As I,was.tc5 learn. during the

Coming saason, there was'and is very little consensus among
I.

CEDA poaches as to the assignment of presuinption in Value
4

topic debate.,

* Cross Examination Debate Association
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nie common denominator in these two disparate events

was the notion of presumption, and the,correlative concept

oflpurden of proof. In an argumentativ,dispute, whO should
. ,

enjoy presumption and who must assume the burden of proof?.

In traditional policy topic debate this. question is rarely

disputed. Textbooks advise that "the proposition should

give the burden of proof to the affirmative. . . . A properly,

phrased proposition . . always ayes presutriptiori to the'

0

negative.
"2 In the ever growing practice of value topic

,

Aebate, particularly.through PEDA, the assignment of presumption

remains a significant unresolved question.- This essay is an

A

attempt to clarify the rather slippery notion of presumption

as it applies to value topic'debatS.,

Tra .tionally, our view of presumption has been based on*.

'What yis definition:

[AT."Presumption" in favour oi* any supposition means,
,

not 8 a preponderance of probability in itS favour,

36ut, such a pre-occupation of the ground:as implies

that it must stand good till some sufficient reason

is adduced against it; in short .that.,the Bdtden of

proof lies on -ffie side of"him who would disputp it.3

Whately goes on to,indicate that presumption exits inN'avor

of existing instiiutions, the innocence of accused persons

or books, and prevailing opinion. 4 As the concept of Presump-

tiori is examined more closely, hOwev6r, a east three distinct

types are involved. Rather than a monolithic concept, presumption



hresembleSs the multiple-persOpalitieS Eve.5 Like Eve's

differerA "taces," presumption'S different meanings may be
o

in conflict. Presumptions first "face" 5.6 its idntification .

with the status quolexisting institutions. 'Second4 presumption°

isV. a psy,chological state--a prevailing opinion.
6 Third, pre-

. sumption provides a drcision rule, "that he who asserts muSt

prove. "2 While all three "faCes" may -frequently appear as one

Q.7

this is not always the case. The.frequent coincidence, of

all thtee types of presumptionh falling on the sate side in many

disputes masks important distinctionsf

In 4 court of law, for example, all the'races"of presumption

wear the same mask. aqie existing state Of<affairs is that the

defendant is innocent until proven guil;ty. ,Greiat care is exer-

.
cised in selecting a jury, that does not'have a psychological

,
presumption of thekdefBndant's guilt.-- A clear decision rule

exists* if the prosecution fails.to uphold its burden oX proof,

, the defendant is tosbe acquitted.

In,traditional policy debate,;the- same.happy coincidence .

t,

normally occurs. Topics are-worded so that the affirmative .

mUst attack ther'status quo. Judges are trained critics who

are expected to suspend any prejudices they may have'about

the topic, and not allow their psychological presumption,to

affect their decision. A decision rule is tipulated, "A

tie is thus impossible in debate... . IX the judge,discerns

1,that both teams have done an equal job, he or she must render

a decision for the negative because the,affirmative has failed

to carry its.burden of proof."
8

Id

N



These happy coincidences, however, do not Always exist.

In.the Hinckley case, for examPle although there was a legal

Vpresumption,that Hinckley was not sane, thet uproar following
t-

the jury's verdict indicates that the prevailing opinion--
1

thd psychological presumption--was quite the opposite: A poll',

by,ABCnews.found that 75 percent ofitb.saMple disagreed with

. the verdict.9 In'fac:t, two jurors apparently believed Hinckley

guilty despite their verdict10. 'Nevertheless, the jury followed

a "dedision rule that required a lierdict of not. guilty :by reason'

of insanity., because ,the prosecution: co4d not ,prove. Hinckley

. .

sane.
.

A similar probleM often exists- in deliating propositions

of-value. On sOme topics, the concept of status,quo may not

even apply. In .other cases; both:teams may laSr claim to the'

,preoccupation of ground--or at least part of it. On the

.
unauthorized immigration topic, for example, the domain of

'the status quo was unclear I suspect the forensic coach referred

to earlier based his Iriew,that.the affirmative had presumption,
, /-

on the fact that the preserA system assumed that illegal

immigration was detrimental, or it wouldn't be against the.

law. Furthermore, psychological presumbtion could be assigned

to the affirmttive, since few Americihs were likely to support
.

illegal entry into the U.S. Nevertheless', negative teaMs could.

and did argue that.the status quo .-tacity favored illegal

immigration, becalise it was esiential to industiie6 such as"

agriCulture. FurthermOre, psychological 'presumPtion.might

. be found in the nOtiOn,that AMerica was a land of immigrants,
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with'a 4aditiOn of welcoming theworld'V-"tired poor, and

huddled masSes." Neither-psychological presumption nor the

domlain of the status'quo Provided a clear decision rule forrn

debate on this topic.

Some recent CEDA topics have aopeared to actually place
\

the affirmative or the side of the status quo. The 1979'topiC,

"Resolved: that Si U.S. foi.eign policy significantly directed

toward human rights is desiflhble," for example, seemed to

desgribe Presp.dent Carter's existing policy. Another
,

topiC, "Revolved: 'that the protection of the natural environ-
1

ment is a more importánt goal than the satisfaction of America's
k

energy needs," pitted two conflicting status quo goals against

eachother. Propoitions of value, at le.asi-as developed'

in the oontext of OEDA debate frequently do not le0 to a

uniform faoe of presumption.

The difficulty of assigning-iresumption on value topics

lies Wth conCeptualizing presuriPtion as a single, unified

'entity. To untangle the confused meaningS, we mus±

recognize the multiple dimensions of presumption and then

avoid confusing attributes of pne type with_ those of another.

Thus, while no one would deny' that psychological presumption

exists, will not necessarily fhvor the status quo,. Depend-

ing on the wording of the.proposition, the negative may or /hay

'not suppoit. the status quO. In'some cases, neither psichological

presumption nor the, domain of the status quo may correspond

with the decision rule that one who asserts mu6Vprove To.

et

0';
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clarify the role of presumption in value topic debate, each

type'must be examined in detail. 8uCh an examination will prove.

useful in establishing which type of presumption should be .

granted primacy when conflict among the "three faces" occurs.

The view that presumption adheres to the status quo ib"

often inapplicable to value topicdebates, either because there

is no clear statuslUo or because Idle topic is'Worded so as to
.

place the affirmative in defense of the present systeM. Suppose

an affirmative team,began the debate by statirig, "Since we sup-
.

iDort,the status quo,and:therefore have presumption, it is'incum-
...

bent upon(the negative *to present a prima facie.cape as to why
.

we should abandon the status quo. Until they present ,aucl-t a

case, you must sUpport the affirmative.." 'The speaker could

then sit down and, shouid the riegative not, be prepared to' pre

Sent such a case, the affirmative would win by default. T

2 suspect few -judges would Vote for an affirmative team under

these circumstances. The difficulty lies in equating presump-
.

.tiqn in fairor of the status quo With a decision rule for a

'debate in.Which neither'side proves its case. Based on the

rule that one who asserts must'prove, this round ought to be

awarded to the negative, since they did not initiate the dis-

pute. Of course, framers of 'value propositions can.and should

avoid,this difficulty by either assigning the status quo to .

the negative or avoiding topics that deal with public policy :

values entirely. This is essentially,the point made when Barbara



'Warnick argues that "framers of propositions for value

debate should so word a value propocition as to cause a

change in the,yalue assignatidn,to be apPlied to the

11evaluatum. " While this is sound advice, -out:experience.with

opositions that fail to heed it leads to an'important

distinction: -status quo presumption and'decision rule

presumption are not necessarily the same thing.

- The case for a psychological view of presumption is made

by J. Michael Sproule: He,views "the audiehce as the ultimate,

agency that assigns potentially innumerable presumptions "12
.,

Zeuschner and Hill argue for the adoption of this view in

value topic debate:

The afhrmatire and the negative sides of a

value debate would be called upon to research and

defend the claim that they ; . . represent the
S.

dominant or prevailing opinions in society. As

such, the'value they defend should be accorded

psychological presumption. Therefore, in a close

debate, being the judge igLime_n_a

tie breaking tool, psychologigal_premptionj3

It is signicant that ;.euschner and Hill attribUte to psycholog-
.

, .

icai presumption an important quality of deci6ion rule presumption--

serving as a tie breaking tool: Unfortunately, psychological

presumption cannot provide a clear cut decision rule in a

tied debate, since both teams may be equally convincing on

1



the issue of which side represents the'prevailing public

opinion. While psychological
presumption may well be argued in

a value debate, it cannot provide an unambigupus tie breaker.

. Another aSpect of psychological Presumption is suggested

. 6
.by Zeuschner and Hill:

Sproule suggests., based on the writings of Whately,

that "advocates should use 4resumption as a tool, of'

alidience analysis.'' The side best hble to adapt and

appeal to the value system of a given judge, and wach

presents the
supe)ior arguments and evidence can be

' 14

said to have earned psychological presumption.

This apprOach raises both practical and'theoretical problems.
.

How dOes one determine the.
.'value system of a single judge

or a panel of judges? Is it fair to require teams potentially

to write as many cases as there are individual judges? Moreover,

even if one were to.knoW.the value system of a given judge, it is

likely'in an educational debate.that'judges will intentionally

suspend their own values. As 7reeley notes, judges "must never

require the students tip debate them rather than the opposing

team. Finally,.the educational value of a decision rule

which stipulates, "when the debate is close, vote for the side

you agree with," is qUbstionable at best. Zeuschner and Hill

seem to recognize this with their caveat about arguments and

evidence. HoweveT, since psychological presumption. is.offered

to,decide tied debates, presumably arguments and evidence

will 'be virtually equal on.both sides.
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Clearly psychological presumption and status quo presumption

may be factors in any, given value topic debate. Hoviever, these

'types of presuMPtIon are distinct from decision rule presumption.

If we seek a constent and unambiduous decision rule, we must

turn to the third face.of iiresumption, that one who asserts must

prove.

i
Use

,

of a decision rule that places presumption against
,

. .

the resolution.is a keystone of David Zarefsky's hypothesis-

testing paradigm: "[A] presumption is stipulated to lie against

the proposition'in dispute, and the overturning of that presumOion

is a necessary condition for the affirmation of the.proposition."16

Jan Vasilius has endorsed this appioaqh tovalue proposition

debate, as have others.17 It is not necessary to endorse the

controversial hypothesis-testin& paradIgm, however, to accept

a decision rule concept of presumption. In 106, well b'efore

Zarefsky developed his model, Gary,Cronkhite wrote':

Specifically, the thesis o be developed here is that

the onus.probandi accrues to the party who initiates

a dispute, and that party,-In initiating the dispute,

automatical].y awards the presumption 'to-the position

which he assails. . . . "Occupation of the ground" or

4' existence as the status g is only a frequently

accompanying characteristic Of the ppsition,acdorded

presumption.
18

The rule that one who asserts must prove provides a clear-cut guide

to deciding a tied round, regardless of the wording of the
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reSLution or the psychology of the auditnce. The limitation

of the other types of presumption is that they cannot serve as
,

-deci'sion-rules. The naturesof,the statuS quo or prevailing

public Opinion are always themselves sut;ject-to debate. If;

such issues are not ciearly resolved, the judge.will be left

with no way to decide a tie. It is also conce:vable that the

status quo could fall to one side of the debate and prevailing

opinion to the other. While I recognize that presumpticn can

exist in all three forms, it is the decision rule mod of.

presumption that-provides the best "face" for value topic debate.

kgainst this position, advocates of psychological pre-

sumption may argue that they provide a closer approximation

of "real world" debate. Certainly debates both in'and out

of academia must recognize and adapt to audienoe presumptions

and prejudices. To base a decision rule on these factors,

however, ignores an important psychological dir4ension of.

the decision rule "face" of presumption. It is important

to an observer's perception of reality which party in a

dispute is seen as the initiator and which is the respondent.

Paul Watzlawick explains, "Ordering sequences in one way or
#

another creates what, without undue exaggeration, -may be

called different rea1ities.'19 A recent example would be

the Falklands dispute. To the British, the dispute began

when Argentina seized the islands. To thetArgentines, however,

the dispute began over a century ago when the British were

believed to have usurped Argentina's rightful claim on the

islands. In Watzlawick's terms, eath side "Pumtuated" the
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dispute differently. In a debate, by requiring someone to

present a case for the proposition, a/psychological presump-

tion is implied against it. Why else would such a case be '

required? Thus, psychological predUmption is not orgy a

-pre-existing state of mind, it may also be a consequence of

the assignation of-sides in an argumentative dispute.

Whately himself recognized'this possibility, wharl he wrote;
-

Let any one imagine a perfectly unsupported accusation

of.some offence to be brought against himself; And
'

then let him imagine himself--instead of replying

(as of course he would do),by a simle denial, and

a defiance of his accuser to prove the charge,--

setting himself to establish a negative,--takinq on

himself the burden of prAi.ng his Own innocence, by

collecting all the circumstances indicative of it that

he can muster; iand the result would be, in. TaDy cases,

that this evidence would fill far short of establishing

a certainty:and might even have the tffedt of raising

.a suspicion against him; 20

Whately. apparenttyrecognized that taking up6n eself the

burden of proof could have psychological effects on the

presumptions held' by others.

The sitiption described by Whately seems to have become

commonplace as a result of "post-Watergate morality." There

seems:to be a tendency to accept the accUsation of wrong-doing

as a prima facie case against the accused. Today Tublic
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officials are expected to rebut even the flithsiest of accusations.

Even after extensive investigations determine thai insufficient.

evidence Sxists io support,prosecution, public officials, such

as. Labor Secretary.Raymnnd Donovan, are hounded by calls,for

resignation. 21 We do our student debaters a servcs by instilling

in them the principle that one who asserts must prove. As

Wayne Brockriede notes, a key characteristic of aNument

is "a willingnesa to risk confrontation of a claim with pders."22
a

Our students should iearn that to initiateA dispute--whether

about policies, values, or persons--is to asSume a risk and

a burden to prove what is asserted, regardless of prevailing

public opinion or existing institutions.

In addition to the theoretical- justificatidn of granting

primacy to the decision rulefaceof presumption, there are

some very pragmatic advantages to doing so. First, it

provides a clear and consistent rule for students to follow.

It is no more reasonable to expect debaters, many of them

beginners, to debate the ground ru;es of presumption in a

debate, than to expect football players to debate the number.

of points for a touchdown. We ought to be able to assure our

students that when they are on the negative they have presump-

tion and tha:t when they are on the affirmati've they have

the burden of proof. Second, the current format for CEDA

debate gives the affirmative both first and last speaking

positions. If they do not have the burden of proof, it is

unfair to give them both pokitions. Furthermote, it makes
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little sense to impose the burden of proof on the negative,

but require them to wait for the affirmative to set the boundaries

of the debate in the first speech-. If CEDA debate.abandons

the traditional allocation of presumption, it also ought to

abandon the trdditional format designed with this allocation

in mind. Finally, we should recognize that many of our students

will go pn to law school and become.attorneys, judges, or

law makers. A model of presumption that is congruent itri

the legal model best suits a significant element cf our

student debater population.

Although it may seem a far try from-the controversial

courtroom of the Hinckley trial to the classroom where college

debates occur, both situations share a common concern with

the notion of presumption. Presumption is not a monolithic

concept, but actually three different "faces." Presumption

adheres to the status quo, is a psychological state, and provides

a decision rule. At times all three`"faced'are united; but ,

sometimes they are in conflict. When debating value topics

such a conflict is often present. Based on the analysis in

this essay, primady shOuld be given to the decision rule, tha-C

one who asserts must prove. Regardldss of :the wording

of the topic or the status of prevailing .opinion, the initiator

of an;argumentthe affirmativeought always to have the

burden of proof. If we adhere to this clear-and consistent'

rule, We will do ourselves, the forensic.community, and out'

students a great service.
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